
 Sand Finish Caulk/Grout

2 1/2” Screws 
(Exterior)

Touch Up
Paint/Stain

Balustrade Installation Instruction

www.BuyFauxStone.com

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Circular/Hand/or Jigsaw
Power Drill, Hammer, Level
Pencil, Tape Measure
Caulking Gun, Utility Knife,
Exterior or Interior Screws
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Line the floor, Screwing into the floor surface where the railing system
 is running with 3’ lengths of 2”x4”s, leaving a foot of space between 
each for water to seep through. (pic 1) 

The bottom rail is hollowed out and will cover 2”x4”s between your 
posts. Be sure to cut out weep holes for water to drain. (pic 2) Then 
Place the bottom casing over your 2”x4”s screwing into the wood
with exterior screws. (pic 3, pic 4)

Line up your balustrades and screw down on all four sides where the
black dots show (pic 5) Use a level to make sure your Balustrade is 
straight.  Repeat and measure the distance between each 
Balustrade as you place them so they are all even. (pic 6)

The same rail used as the bottom rail, is used upside down. Run full
length 2”x4”s from post to post inside the upside down bottom rail.
(pic 7) Screw the top of balustrades into top rail securing together.

The top rail is made to fit on top of the upside down casing creating
a strong system for support (pic 8) Screw in place using exterior 
screws throughout. Be sure to countersink all screws and cover joints
and screw heads with our sand finish magic grout. (pic 9) Use the 
touch up stain if needed once grout dries.to match finished product.

Our Balustrade system is 
non-structural but it can 
be assembled using wood
inside the bottom and top 
casing to create the support 
and extra strength needed
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